Investing for Success

Under this agreement for 2016
Alligator Creek State School will receive $105,325*

This funding will be used to

- Increase A-C result in Maths to 85% P-6.
- Increase A-C result in English to 85% P-6.
- Increase relative gain of Year 5 Numeracy 10 points on scale score.

Our initiatives include

- Implementing Back-to-Front Maths school-wide, including sequential learning and strategies, to take the student from inefficient to efficient in each element of Maths.
- Using a comprehensive writing approach across P-6 including focussed time on Writing apart from unit work.
- Using Lexia and Reading Plus data analysis to improve the reading of our students in their ‘modelled, guided and independent’ reading sessions.

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Purchasing Back to Front Maths $15,000
- Providing professional development time offline for teachers $65,000
- Purchasing Lexia and Reading Plus programs and associated implementation costs $12,000
- Improving teacher expertise in Writing including professional development $10,000
- Providing learning support $3,325
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* Funding amount estimated on 2015 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2016 enrolment data are finalised.